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*Insolv. Int. 58 The purpose of this article is to examine the provisions of r.12.12 of the Insolvency
Rules, regarding service of insolvency proceedings on parties located in the United States.
In a previous article,1 David Griffiths considered the interaction of r.12.12 and the EC Regulation
1348/2000 on the service in the Member States of judicial and extra-judicial documents in civil or
commercial matters,2 concluding that it would be dangerous to rely on the apparent breadth of the
court's discretion in r.12.12(3) as regards mode of service. This article pursues a similar course, but
with reference to service of insolvency proceedings in the United States rather than Europe.
To take a simple example, let us suppose that an English liquidator wishes to bring avoidance
proceedings under either ss.238 or 239 of the Act against a party located in the state of Illinois. Apart
from the dealings with the Illinois party, the administration of the estate is entirely domestic.3 The
liquidator will be concerned to ensure that if judgment is entered in the English proceedings, it can be
successfully exported to Illinois and enforced against assets situated there.4 For the purposes of
entering judgment in the English Court, it goes without saying that the liquidator will be required to
prove service. In addition, we submit that the proceedings should be served in accordance with local
law to maximise the prospects that the Illinois courts will recognise the judgment and assist in its
enforcement notwithstanding apparent statements to the contrary in Re Busytoday Ltd. 5
For convenience, we start by setting out the provisions of r.12.12:
“12.12 Service outside the jurisdiction
12.12(1) CPR Part 6 paragraphs 6.17 to 6.35 (service of process, etc out of the jurisdiction) do not
apply in insolvency proceedings. 6
12.12(2) A bankruptcy petition may, with the leave of the court, be served outside England and Wales
in such manner as the court may direct.
12.12(3) Where for the purposes of insolvency proceedings any process or order of the court, or other
document, is required to be served on a person who is not in England and Wales, the court may order
service to be effected within such time, on such person, at such place and in such manner as it thinks
fit, and may also require such proof of service as it thinks fit.
12.12(4) An application under the Rule shall be supported by an affidavit stating:
(a) the grounds on which the application is made; and
(b) in what place or country the person to be served is, or probably may be found.
12.12(5) Leave of court is not required to serve anything referred to in this Rule on a member State
liquidator.”
Obtaining leave of the court under Insolvency Rule 12.12
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It is clear from r.12.12(1) that the rules on service outside the jurisdiction in the CPR do not apply in
relation to “insolvency proceedings”, which are defined by r.13.7 as “any proceedings under the Act or
Rules” and therefore include avoidance proceedings under ss.238 and 239.7 It follows that the leave
of the court will be required under r.12.12(3) before proceedings can be served in another jurisdiction,
even where the leave of the court would not normally be required to serve proceedings falling within
the scope of the CPR in that same jurisdiction.8
As a matter of English law, ss.238 and 239 are capable of applying extraterritorially.9 However, before
the court will grant leave to serve avoidance proceedings outside the jurisdiction, it will consider
whether, in all the circumstances, the case has a sufficient connection with England and Wales. Thus,
the *Insolv. Int. 59 application for leave operates as a filter to ensure that the wide extraterritorial
jurisdiction conferred by the avoidance provisions is not exercised exorbitantly.10 In practical terms,
there is little point in the English Court ordering service of proceedings outside the jurisdiction if the
foreign court is unlikely to accept the assertion that the proceedings have extraterritorial effect.
For present purposes, let us assume that our liquidator will be able to persuade the court that the
transaction sought to be impugned satisfies the “sufficient connection” test despite the fact that the
prospective defendant is in Illinois, and return to the question of the appropriate method of service.
The court's discretion as to the manner of service under Insolvency Rule 12.12(3)
Rule 12.12(3) simply tells us that the court “may order service to be effected within such time, on such
person, at such place and in such manner as it thinks fit …”. But what if the manner of service
directed by the English Court does not conform to local procedural rules in the foreign jurisdiction? In
those circumstances, compliance with the English Court's direction may not be sufficient to guarantee
that the foreign court will recognise the English judgment. As David Griffiths pointed out11 :
“[T]he real danger … lies in … a reliance on the literal wording of [Rule 12.12(3)]. To make an obvious
point, it is one thing to subject an overseas defendant to the insolvency jurisdiction of the English
courts but quite another thing to ensure recognition of an order made by a UK court exercising
jurisdiction in relation to insolvency law elsewhere, including for that purpose the defendant's home
state.”
It follows that a party seeking a direction as to manner of service in the order granting leave must
consider the ultimate enforceability of the proceedings in the foreign jurisdiction. Otherwise, that party
runs the risk that the foreign court may refuse to accept that the proceedings were validly served.12 In
this light, the decision of Mummery J. in Re Busytoday Ltd 13 makes somewhat curious reading. The
case concerned an application to set aside an order for service outside the jurisdiction on the ground
that the method of service specified in the order was not in accordance with the law of the country
where service was to be effected. The relevant proceedings were brought under ss.212 and 239 of
the Act against a former director of a company that was in creditors' voluntary liquidation. Having
purportedly resigned from office, the director left England just under three weeks before the company
went into liquidation. He claimed to have established residence in the Turkish Republic of Northern
Cyprus.14 Following earlier attempts to serve the proceedings at various addresses within the
jurisdiction, the liquidator applied successfully under r.12.12 for leave to serve the proceedings
outside the jurisdiction, the registrar ordering that service by first-class prepaid letter at the director's
address in Northern Cyprus would be deemed good and sufficient service on the 31st day after
posting.
On the director's application to set aside the registrar's order, the court considered evidence to the
effect that under the law of the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus proceedings were required to be
served personally through the local court and to be in Turkish or accompanied by a Turkish
translation. It is not clear from the law report whether or not “the law of the Turkish Republic of
Northern Cyprus” for these purposes included its private international law. In other words, we cannot
tell whether the evidence of local law adduced concerned the local law applicable to the service of
purely domestic process or the local law applicable to the service of foreign process.15 On review of
the registrar's refusal to set aside the order, Mummery J. held that r.12.12 does not expressly require
service out of the jurisdiction to be in accordance with the law of the country where service is to be
effected. In reaching this conclusion, the judge placed considerable emphasis on the fact that RSC
O.11, r.5(3) (which provided that English process, where it was not served personally, should be
served in accordance with the law of the relevant country) had been disapplied by r.12.12(1). Given
the width of the discretion in r.12.12(3), it was sufficient that the proceedings were effectively
communicated to the director so that he was aware of them and could take steps to resist them. In
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this respect, it was clear that the director could understand English and would have derived no benefit
from process being served on him in Turkish.16 Busytoday therefore supports the proposition that
failure to conform with the letter of local procedural law is not a ground on which the English Court will
set aside an order for service outside the jurisdiction made pursuant to r.12.12. Although it is idle
speculation, the judge may have calculated that the local courts would co-operate as it was clear that
the originating process had been received and understood.17 Alternatively, there may have been
some indication that the director would submit to the jurisdiction were he to fail in his application to
have the order for leave set aside. We doubt that Mummery J. would have reached the same
conclusion had service been effected by a method that infringed local criminal law or local notions of
public policy. Be that as it may, it is still one thing to resist an application to set aside an order for
leave under r.12.12 (as per Busytoday ), but quite another to persuade the foreign court to recognise
the English proceedings. On the latter point, Busytoday provides limited comfort. Accordingly, we
suggest that the prudent course would be for our liquidator to ask the court for a direction that the
proceedings be served on the Illinois party in a manner consistent with local law.
Service by a method accepted in the United States
On the assumption that, in our hypothetical example, it would be possible to obtain leave to serve
under r.12.12 on the basis of a sufficient degree of connection to England and Wales, would it also be
necessary to establish that our proposed method of service is recognised by the state of Illinois? The
answer for the purposes of the English Court following Busytoday appears to be “no”. However, for
the purposes of the foreign court, we suggest that local law should be followed and that the English
Court should be asked to direct service by locally acceptable means. Compliance with a direction to
this effect should ensure that the *Insolv. Int. 60 judgment entered in the English Court can later be
enforced through the courts in Illinois.
The Hague Convention
The United Kingdom and the United States are parties to the Hague Convention on Service Abroad of
Judicial and Extrajudicial Documents in Civil and Commercial Matters.18 As between the contracting
states, Art.1 provides that the Hague Convention:
“shall apply in all cases, in civil and commercial matters, where there is occasion to transmit a judicial
or extrajudicial document for service abroad.”
It is customary for common law countries, including the United States, to interpret “civil and
commercial matters” to include all proceedings that are not criminal.19 Accordingly, English insolvency
proceedings appear to fall squarely within the scope of Art.1.
The principal method for service of foreign process under the Hague Convention is through
transmitting and receiving agencies. Article 2 requires each contracting state to designate a central
authority to receive requests for service coming from other contracting states. In accordance with
Art.3, requests for service of process originating in one state are usually transmitted by the central
authority of the originating state (“the transmitting agency”) to the central authority of the state where
service needs to be effected (“the receiving agency”). Article 5 of the Hague Convention provides that
the receiving agency:
“…shall itself serve the document or shall arrange to have it served by an appropriate agency, either:
(a) by a method prescribed by its internal law for the service of documents in domestic actions upon
persons who are within its territory; or
(b) by a particular method requested by the applicant, unless such a method is incompatible with the
law of the state addressed”. 20
Once the receiving agency has effected service, a certificate of service is completed and sent to the
transmitting agency which forwards it on to the claimant.21 Where the request complies with the
Convention, the state addressed (via its receiving agency) has only limited grounds for refusing it. In
particular, it cannot refuse to comply solely on the ground that, under its internal law, it claims
exclusive jurisdiction over the subject-matter of the action or that its internal law would not permit the
action upon which the application is based.22 Furthermore, Art.15 imposes minimum notice
requirements that must be met before the courts in the originating state can enter a default judgment.
23
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Whilst it is compulsory for each contracting state to designate a central authority under the Hague
Convention, service does not have to be effected through a transmitting and receiving agency.
Articles 8-10 provide for a range of alternative methods of serving process. Unless a contracting state
declares its opposition, the Convention allows documents to be served directly through (i) diplomatic
or consular agents or channels, (ii) “judicial officers, officials or other competent persons” or (iii)
through postal channels.24 In addition, the Convention does not prevent some other method of service
being used if (i) it has been agreed to separately by two or more contracting states25 or (ii) it is
permitted by the local law applicable to service of foreign process.26
For practical purposes, service of English insolvency proceedings can therefore be effected in the
United States under the Hague Convention by the following methods27 :
1. the central authority route provided for by Arts 2-6;
2. through an attorney or process server being a “competent person” for the purposes of Art.10(b)-(c);
3. by post; or
4. by any other method permitted by local law applicable to the service of foreign process.
We now turn to consider the relative merits of the various methods.
The central authority route
As we have seen, the central authority route is the primary method of service under the Hague
Convention. The central authority for England and Wales is the Foreign Process Department located
at the Royal Courts of Justice.28 To make use of this method, the following items must be sent to the
Foreign Process Department:
• completed relevant practice form (PF7)29 ;
• documents for service in duplicate (one set being the originals);
• a banker's draft for US$93.0030 payable to Process Forwarding International (the organisation which
carries out the central authority function in the United States)31 ; and
• a response pack in duplicate.
Once in receipt of the papers, the Foreign Process Department will send them direct to Process
Forwarding International which, in turn, will serve them in the United States and send a certificate of
service back to the Foreign Process Department for onward transmission to the claimant.
According to Process Forwarding International's website:
“Personal service will be the preferred method used on all requests. In the event personal service is
impossible to effect, Process Forwarding International will serve process by such other method or
methods as may be permitted under the law of the jurisdiction. In addition, Process Forwarding
International is required to complete service of documents for return to the foreign requesting
authority within six weeks of receipt.”
We were told by staff at the Foreign Process Department that, in their experience, they would expect
to receive the certificate of service on average some two to three months after the date on which the
documents were lodged with them. However, there is some evidence that the process has become
quicker and more efficient since the central authority function in the United States was privatised.32
*Insolv. Int. 61 Going down the central authority route provides the best guarantee that service will
be recognised as valid by the courts in England and the United States. It is also relatively cheap and
procedurally straightforward. However, the trade-off is that there may be some delay before the
outcome is known.
The United States has not registered any objection to the use of the alternative methods referred to in
Art.10 of the Hague Convention. In theory, it should therefore be possible to serve originating process
in the United States either by instructing a local process server who is competent to serve process as
a matter of local law (under Art.10(c)) or by international registered mail (under Art.10(a)). This
impression is reinforced by the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (“FRCP”) which, in relation to
originating process issued in a United States district court, expressly authorise service outside the
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United States in accordance with the Hague Convention.33 Practitioners may consider that it is safer
to rely on an affidavit of service from a process server than a return slip confirming delivery by post to
a stated address. If either method is used, it would be prudent to ensure that there is conformity with
local procedural rules, especially any local rules governing the service of foreign process.34 However,
such compliance may not strictly be necessary as the Supreme Court has ruled that international
treaties entered into by the United States supersede any conflicting national laws by virtue of the
Supremacy Clause in the United States Constitution.35 In other words, compliance with the Hague
Convention (and, in practice, any local interpretation of the Hague Convention) is crucial.
Some doubts have been expressed by the American courts over whether Art.10(a) permits service of
originating process by mail or whether it merely authorises the sending of subsequent documents
such as interrogatories.36 The source of the doubt is the use of the phrase “to send judicial
documents” in Art.10(a) rather than the phrase “to effect service of judicial documents” which is used
elsewhere in the Convention.37 Although the better view, as expressed in the Practical Handbook on
the Operation of the Hague Convention, is that postal service of originating process falls squarely
within Art.10(a), this difference of opinion in the American Courts is another reason for practitioners to
proceed with caution when considering postal service.38
Conclusion
It is trite, but nevertheless true, to say that the whole purpose of service is to ensure that the
proceedings are adequately drawn to the attention of defendants and that defendants are given a
proper opportunity to take steps to protect their position. The practitioner serving process abroad
wants security and efficiency, i.e. to effect service by the safest and quickest means available. It is
clear that it would be unwise to rely on Busytoday to the extent that it endorses the service of English
process outside the jurisdiction by methods that do not comply with local law for the reasons we have
given. In the case of the United States, as long as the method of service complies with the Hague
Convention, there should be no problem. However, the practitioner must decide between the various
methods of service permitted by the Convention. The safest route is the central agency route which
provides the comfort of an official certificate of service from the receiving agency. It has the merits of
being simple and relatively cheap. However, there may be a price to pay because of possible delays.
On a robust view, service by international registered mail can be considered and would have obvious
benefits in terms of efficiency. However, the view of some American courts that service of originating
process is not permitted by Art.10(a) is a possible source of discomfort. For this reason, recourse to a
local process server may be a preferable, albeit more expensive, alternative. Practitioners who are
considering using Art.10 as an alternative to the central agency route would be well advised to
instruct a reputable US attorney experienced in transnational litigation to assist. This will obviously be
more expensive than the central agency route and, no doubt, the circumstances of the case (including
the size of the claim) will dictate whether the expenditure is justified.
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